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Abstract

Cooperation and competition are the core issues in economics and biology since they are
claimed to affect evolution for human societies and ecological organization. Therefore, there
has been a long-standing debate of whether nature or nurture curves people’s social preference.
We hypothesize that the degree of capitalism in societies influences evolution of people’s value
orientation, i.e., the degree of competitiveness in societies characterizes people’s social prefer-
ence. To test this hypothesis, we implemented field experiments of social value orientation and
questionnaire surveys with 1000 respondents in the three different fields of Bangladesh: (i) ru-
ral, (ii) transitional and (iii) capitalistic societies. The analysis reveals that as society becomes
capitalistic, people are likely to be less prosocial. A considerable proportion of “unidentified”
people, neither proself nor prosocial, are found in transitional societies, implying a potential
existence of unstable states in people’s social preference during a transformation from the rural
to the capitalistic. We have also found that having an additional child makes people individual-
istic, females’ social preferences are more deterministic than males’ ones, and people become
more competitive with age and education. These results imply that some important problems
such as climate change or sustainability, where “cooperation” rather than “competition” is
necessary, shall be more endangered as societies become capitalistic.
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1 Introduction1

Competition and cooperation have been important issues in economics and biology because2

they are considered determinants for evolution of human societies and ecology (Wilson et al., 2009,3

Leibbrandt et al., 2013). In evolutionary dynamics, competition is advantageous in the short run,4

however, for the long-run survival, cooperation can also be an effective strategy (Dawkins, 2006,5

Wilson et al., 2009). In economics, rational self-interest models under capitalistic competition are6

claimed to brings efficiency in allocating private goods, but cannot fully solve some public and7

intertemporal problems such as natural resource allocations, public goods provision, and resource8

sustainability for future generations (Milinski et al., 2006, Hauser et al., 2014).9

Whether nature or nurture curves human behavior is an issue of debates for a long time (North,10

1990, Henrich et al., 2005, Dawkins, 2006, Richardson and Boyd, 2008, Wilson et al., 2009, Hen-11

rich et al., 2010b, Leibbrandt et al., 2013). For instance, Dawkins (2006) introduces a concept of12

“meme” as an agent of how culture plays a role in societies like genes, and discusses that cultural13

evolution can nurture a change (or an evolution) in human behavior and preference. When a change14

in economies is considered a part of cultural evolution, economic development and growth are hy-15

pothesized to affect people’s behavior and preference based on this “nurture” theory. Given a rapid16

growth of capitalism together with growing concerns for environmental problems and future sus-17

tainability, this article addresses a change in human behavior and preference central to competition18

and cooperation in relation to economic development of societies.19

Several past studies have documented how culture affects human behavior of competitiveness,20

fairness, equity and trust. Henrich et al. (2005, 2010a) study 15 small-scale societies and conclude21

that people in small-scale societies integrated with markets are likely to exhibit higher prosociality22

and fairness.1 Leibbrandt et al. (2013) show that fishermen in individualistic lake-based fishery are23

more competitive than those in collective sea-based fishery suggesting that the ways of interactions24

with other people in workplace affect human behavior and preference. Van Lange et al. (2011) use25

1Our research differ from Henrich et al. (2005, 2010a), since we study people in three large-scale societies that
are integrated with markets and have different degrees of competitiveness and capitalism, holding the same language,
religion and so on.
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a decomposed game of social value orientation (hereafter, SVO) to analyze the degree of compet-26

itiveness between economics and psychology students as well as the corresponding volunteering27

behavior. They reveal that economics students are more competitive than psychology students,28

and the “prosocial” individuals volunteer more in practice. Ockenfels and Weimann (1999) and29

Brosig-Koch et al. (2011) study people’s cooperative and solidarity behavior in the Eastern and30

Western Germany, considering the two different economic and social histories. They find that sub-31

jects from the Eastern part act more selfishly than that of the Western part in both public goods and32

solidarity games.33

None of past literature focuses on the degree of capitalism in societies to analyze human be-34

havior and preference of competition and cooperation, although a rapid growth of capitalism has35

taken place in the world. Most previous research has been conducted in laboratory experiments36

with student pools and in developed countries. Nevertheless, to generalize and to understand real37

human behavior, preference and its implications, further studies are necessary in both fields and38

developing countries as claimed in Henrich et al. (2010b). This study examines how the degree39

of capitalism in economic environments brings a change or an evolution in human behavior and40

social preference through conducting field experiments.41

Bangladesh has been chosen as a country of analysis because the capital city, Dhaka, is the most42

highly-densed and capitalistic society, and there also exists a huge gap between Dhaka and the rural43

areas with the respect to the degree of capitalism (Dewan and Corner, 2014). We have implemented44

field surveys and experiments in the three fields: (1) rural, (2) transitional and (3) capitalistic45

societies each of which possesses the same ethnicity, religion and culture, but differs from each46

other with respect to the degree of capitalism. In each field, we have collected socio-economic47

information and identify subjects’ social value orientation of (i) competitive, (ii) individualistic48

and (iii) prosocial and (iv) unidentified types, following Van Lange et al. (1997, 2007). With this49

data, we characterize social value orientation in relation to the degree of capitalism as well as other50

socio-economic factors through statistical analyses.51
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2 Study region52

The field surveys and experiments have been implemented in three regions of Bangladesh: 1.53

Dhaka, the capital city of Bangladesh (capitalistic), 2. Bogra, a northern subdistrict (transitional)54

and 3. Dacope, a southern subdistrict (rural). Dhaka is the most highly densed and capitalistic city,55

Bogra has been experiencing a transformation from the rural to the capitalistic societies due to the56

fast economic growth in the last ten years. Dacope is a rural area with the least level of capitalism,57

i.e., agrarian societies based on fishing and agriculture. Bangladesh is ethnically and culturally a58

homogeneous country, and these three societies are integrated with markets and possess the same59

culture, language, religious variation and social norms. However, they differ from each other60

regarding the inhabitation in the degree of capitalism, and the locations are shown in figure 1.61

[Figure 1 about here.]62

Dhaka city is located in between 90°18′ and 90°57′ east longitude, and 23°55′ and 24°81′ north63

latitude (See figure 1). The total land area, population, and population density are 1371 km2,64

14.51million and 10 484 people km−2, respectively (Dewan and Corner, 2014). The population65

density in this region is almost nine times higher than that of the country average and it is the66

most densely-populated city in the world (Dewan and Corner, 2014). Dhaka is the center of in-67

dustrialization, business, and service in Bangladesh. Business, service and some labor intensive68

occupations are the major occupations in Dhaka. No farming activities are available in current69

Dhaka metropolitan.70

Bogra is located in between 89°16′ and 89°29′, and 24°41′ and 24°50′ east longitudes, and north71

latitudes (figure 1). The total land area is 215.64 km2, and the population density of Shahjanpur72

subdistrict where Bogra is located is 1307 people km−2. It is slightly higher than the country73

average of 1218 people km−2 (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 2013). Bogra is known to be a74

gateway for the southern part of Bangladesh and one of the modern as well as industrialized cities75

in Bangladesh. All the villages in Bogra have electricity supply and good communication with76

the nearest district cities. The modernization has occurred due to the efforts made by several77
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government agencies, and NGOs for green revolution and improving agriculture in that region.78

Green revolution, infrastructural development by the last two decades, and the suitable location for79

industrialization lead to a rapid economic growth. Thus, Bogra has been experiencing a transition80

from the rural to the capitalistic with fast speed.81

Dacope is located in between 22°24′ and 22°40′ north latitudes, and 89°24′ and 89°35′ east82

longitudes. The total land area of Dacope subdistrict is 991.58 km2, and the population densities is83

approximately 980 people km−2 (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 2013). The population density84

in Dacope is lower than the country average of 1218 people km−2. The infrastructure in this region85

is one of the least developed ones in Bangladesh. River network is the main channel of transporta-86

tion. The earthen embankment is built to protect this region from storm surges and it partially87

provides road transportation to a limited extent. Except some hatcheries and agriculture, there are88

few industries in this region.89

Due to the close vicinity with the world’s largest mangrove forest called the Sundarban as well90

as the absence of industries and service sectors, livelihood in Dacope is dependent on nature. Many91

households in Dacope rely upon the availability of natural resources for their livelihood such as92

in some primitive agrarian societies. Unlike the other two study regions, farming, wood (honey)93

collection and fishing are main occupations, being contingent on the resources and rivers in the94

Sundarban. Although some people in Dacope are in the service sectors and in small-scale industries95

such as shrimp cultivation firms, harvesting natural resources, farming and small businesses are the96

major economic activities. Thus, natural uncertainty and availability of natural resources directly97

affect people’s incomes in Dacope.98

3 Methodology99

3.1 Social value orientation experiment100

To measure people’s social preference of competition and cooperation in three different re-101

gions, we have employed a decomposed SVO game developed by Van Lange et al. (1997, 2007).102
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The concept of social value orientation comes from a game-theoretical approach of interdepen-103

dence which represents the effective matrix of outcomes for self and for another person (Van Lange104

et al., 2007). In this game, numbers are given to represent the outcomes for oneself and the other105

with a pair of two persons where the other is unknown to the subject. Following Van Lange et al.106

(2007), the game is called a triple dominance decomposed game, because each subject is asked to107

make a choice among the three options for one question. For example,108

Option 1: You get 500 and the other gets 100.109

Option 2: You get 500 and the other gets 500.110

Option 3: You get 560 and the other gets 300.111

Option 1 represents competitive orientation that maximizes the gap between oneself and the112

other (500−100 = 400) compared to any other option. Thus, subjects who choose option 1 can be113

considered competitive to maximize the relative outcome. Option 2 is a prosocial orientation that114

maximizes the joint outcome (500 + 500 = 1000). Finally, option 3 represents an individualistic115

orientation in that subjects who choose option 3 maximizes the own outcome of 560 and appears116

to be indifferent to the outcome of the other. The triple-dominant method of decomposed SVO117

games developed by Van Lange et al. (1997, 2007) consists of such nine questions each of which118

consists of three options as introduced above.2 Subjects are asked to choose one option among119

three options for each question and in total answer nine questions. The answers are first utilized120

to identify whether each subject’s orientation is competitive, individualistic or prosocial. More121

specifically, when at least 6 out of 9 choices of the person are consistent with one of the orientations122

(competitive, individualistic and prosocial), he/she is categorized as the orientation. Otherwise, the123

subject is categorized as “unidentified.”124

We have implemented our experiments with monetary payments, because we needed to attract125

people to come to the experimental sites and seriously participate in them, considering transporta-126

tion and opportunity costs of time. To invite people in an equally random manner, the information127

2A major reason for using the triple-dominant method is due to its simplicity. Many subjects in the Bangladeshi
fields are not educated and we needed a simple game for everyone to understand.
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about our experiments was distributed to all kinds of people through our human network of local128

NGOs, government offices, universities and so on. For each session, we have collected 20 ∼ 40129

subjects at a time in an experimental site, gave experimental instructions to subjects, and experi-130

menter (the first author) orally made presentations to confirm subjects’ understanding. After elic-131

iting subjects’ answers for SVO, we conducted questionnaire surveys collecting each subject’s132

socio-demographic information, randomly matched one questionnaire with another to make pairs133

and calculated the total payoff for each subject.3 One session took 40 ∼ 50 minutes, and the134

average payment was BDT 300 (≈ USD 3.30) with a showup fee of BDT 150 (≈ USD 2.00).135

3.2 Random sampling in the fields136

We have implemented different approaches of random sampling for the three study regions,137

because they possess different socio-demographic and geographical characteristics. In each study138

region, we have administrated the field survey and experiments with 334 subjects.4 The experi-139

ments have been conducted between December, 2014 and March, 2015. All subjects are household140

heads or female subjects with income and financial contribution to the household. In the first study141

region, Dhaka, we did randomization based on occupations to avoid concentration on some specific142

group of people. First, we approximately computed a proportion of each occupational category in143

the total population by referring to several governmental reports such as Bangladesh Bureau of144

Statistics (2011, 2013). After that, we randomly selected a number of organizations or companies145

for each category. We contacted with the organizations and based on their compliance, we ran-146

domly selected individuals from these organizations. However, for low-income occupations and147

the occupations that require frequent movement within the city, such as rickshaw and van pullers,148

we randomly selected some slums where they live and invited a required number of personnels149

from those slums. Our experiments were at the classrooms in the Institute of Information Technol-150

ogy in Dhaka University.151

3For the details of the game instructions and payoff calculations, see appendix 1.
4The first author mainly administered the surveys and experiments.
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In the second study region, Bogra, we conducted a household-level randomization. First, we152

designated the number of samples for the selected unions based on the total number of households153

in each union. We conducted our experiments with 145, 99, and 90 subjects, respectively from154

Aria Bazar, Amrool and Chupinagar unions grounded on the number of households in each unions.155

The household numbers had been collected from respective local union offices. We had randomly156

selected the household numbers and invited the household heads by sending them invitation letters.157

Finally, we realize that our monetary incentives and invitation letters enabled to collect an enough158

number of subjects, and we conducted the experiments in several schools within the study region.159

The third study region consists of two unions in Dacope subdistrict of Khulna district, namely160

Kamarkhola, and Sutarkhali. The total number of households in Kamarkhola and Sutharkhali is161

3,559 and 7,536, respectively (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 2011, 2013). We have randomly162

picked 108 (32% of the total subjects) and 226 (68% of the total subjects) subjects respectively163

from Kamarkhola and Sutarkhali based on the proportion of the number of households in these164

two unions. Because the list of residents in the local government office is not available, and people165

frequently move their shelters for daily activities such as harvesting in the study region, we were166

unable to implement a usual randomization procedure for this region.167

To implement random sampling, we follow the procedures used in Himelein et al. (2013, 2014),168

called geographic cluster sampling. Prior to the experiments, first, we observe human movements169

and the density of households within the study region using GIS technology. Moreover, we visited170

the study region twice before implementing the experiments. With the help of GIS technology171

and information obtained through field visits, we divided each of the unions into five subregions172

and segregate each of the subregions into several seemingly equal stratums with approximately the173

same number of households. Finally, we randomly picked an identical number of subjects from174

each stratum and invited them to participate in our experiments.175
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3.3 Empirical method176

We apply a multinomial logit model to characterize the determinants of SVOs. Based on SVO

specifications, a subject’s SVO falls into one of the four orientations: (i) the competitive, (ii)

individualistic, (iii) prosocial and (iv) unidentified. The multinomial logit model is used to analyze

the probability for subjects to be in one orientation, and is specified as:

Probn(i) = Prob(Sin ≥ SIn), ∀I 6= i (1)

where Probn(i) is the probability that subject n falls into an orientation i among four orientations

of I = {competitive, individualistic, prosocial, unidentified}. Sin is a function of independent

variables that characterize the likelihood of subject n being an orientation i and is specified as a

linear form:

Sin = βiXn + εin. (2)

Here, Xn is a vector of independent variables, βi is a vector of estimable coefficients and εn is a177

disturbance term that takes account of unobserved factors.178

Combining equations (1) and (2), the following equation can be derived:

Probn(i) = Prob(βiXn + εin ≥ βIXn + εIn), ∀I 6= i

= Prob(βiXn − βIXn ≥ εIn − εin).
(3)

Equation (3) enables us to estimate coefficients of independent variables by multinomial logit mod-

els under the assumption that εins are generalized extreme-value distributed. With this approach,

equation (3) reduces to the following closed form:

Probn(i) =
expβiXn∑
I expβIXn

. (4)

The vector of coefficients βi in equation (4) can be estimated by standard maximum likelihood179

methods. The set of independent variables Xn includes household income, age, education, the180
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number of children less than 12 years of age in the household, gender, family structure, and re-181

gional dummy. Table 1 presents the definitions of the variables that are considered possible deter-182

minants for people’s value orientations. Age is coded as an ordered categorical variable from 0 to183

5 following prosocial-growth or proself-growth hypothesis (Van Lange et al., 1997). The number184

of children less than 12 years of age and faimly structure are considered because they claimed to185

affect people’s value orientation. Finally, regional dummy variables are considered to capture the186

effect of capitalism. The multinomial logit regression estimates a change in probability for people187

to be in a certain value orientation when one independent variable alters.188

[Table 1 about here.]189

4 Result190

4.1 Summary statistics191

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the statistics of independent variables and SVOs. First, household192

income is the highest in Dhaka and the lowest in Dacope. This reflects the fact that Dhaka is193

highly industrialized and capitalistic, while most people in Dacope engage in agriculture and are194

dependent on natural resources in their daily life. As mentioned earlier, Bogra can be considered195

in-between and thus the income data is quite consistent with our intuition. The gap between the196

rich and the poor seems to be the highest in Dhaka because the standard deviation (hereafter, SD)197

in household income is the largest among the three regions.198

The population in Dhaka is relatively younger than that of Bogra, and Dacope. Nevertheless,199

the overall average age of 32.6 years suggests that most people in these three regions are in working200

age. With respect to education, people in Dhaka are highly educated with 16 years of schooling,201

while most people in Bogra and Dacope have only 5 years of education. The highest number of202

children less than 12 years of age per household has been found in Dacope on an average. The203

number of joint family is significantly higher in Dacope than that of Dhaka and Bogra. All of these204
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summary statistics are quite consistent with what we expected from these three regions and follow205

the order in their degree of capitalism.206

[Table 2 about here.]207

Table 3 draws the summary statistics of subjects’ SVOs across three regions. The number of208

competitive people is the highest in Dhaka (108), the next in Bogra (79) and the lowest in Dacope209

(59). Individualists are the uppermost in Dacope (109) followed by Dhaka (103), and Bogra (75).210

The number of the prosocials is the highest in Dacope (115) and the smallest in Dhaka (59). The211

106, 64, and 51 subjects of “unidentified” value orientation have been found in Bogra, Dhaka and212

Dacope, respectively. Overall, the results in table 3 demonstrate a clear tendency that competitive213

and prosocial people are dominant in Dhaka and Dacope, respectively, whereas a proportion of214

unidentified people is outstanding in Bogra. This tendency seems to suggest that in a transitional215

stage of Bogra from the rural and the urban, people’s value orientations are in unstable states, while216

people in Dhaka and Dacope reflect their daily-life practices and interactions with other people in217

societies with respect to competitiveness.218

[Table 3 about here.]219

4.2 Social value orientation in relation to the degree of capitalism220

First, on the basis of table 3, we ran pair-wise chi-squared tests of categorical variables for the221

three regions to see whether any pair of two regions is independent of the distribution of SVOs.222

More specifically, the null hypothesis is that the distributions of SVOs are the same between any223

two regions. We have confirmed that all the pairs of Dhaka vs. Dacope, Dhaka vs. Bogra and224

Dacope vs. Bogra reject the null hypothesis with 1% significance of χ2(3) > 20, suggesting that225

the distribution of SVOs is dependent upon the regions. It is hypothesized that the societies where226

people reside might have strong influence on SVOs, controlling for other factors. Table 4 presents227
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the estimation results for marginal effects in multinomial logit regression.5 The results estimate228

marginal probabilities for subjects to be in the competitive, individualistic and unidentified relative229

to being in a base group of the prosocial when an independent variable changes.230

[Table 4 about here.]231

First, we make a quick review of our qualitative results in table 4. The results show that income232

and family structure have no explanatory powers for value orientation. Education is statistically233

significant for being in the competitive and the unidentified. A number of children less than 12234

years of age in a household affects the relative likelihood of being in the individualistic and in the235

unidentified. Age is identified to positively affect the probability of being in the competitive relative236

to the prosocial. Finally, regional dummies of “Dhaka” and “Bogra” are significant predictors for237

people to be in the competitive, the individualistic and the unidentified, respectively, in comparison238

to being in the prosocial, taking “Dacope” as a base group.239

With respect to income, the result of insignificance is quite consistent with previous research240

(Henrich et al., 2005, Wilson et al., 2009, Henrich et al., 2010a, Leibbrandt et al., 2013), reporting241

that incomes or wealth are not determinants to characterize people’s behavior associated with com-242

petitiveness, fairness, equity and trust. Insignificance of family structure in our results might not243

align with some of the previous research. For instance, Van Lange et al. (1997) and Van Lange et al.244

(2011) argue that higher interdependence at family level leads to prosocial orientation. However,245

Leibbrandt et al. (2013) demonstrate that interdependence at social level rather than at family level246

becomes strong determinants for people’s competitiveness. Therefore, this issue remains unsettled247

and need further investigation.248

The effect of education tells us that one-year rise in education raises the likelihood of being249

in the competitive and the unidentified by 1.1% and 1.0%, respectively relative to the prosocal.250

Although the magnitude of the probability might be considered rather small, note that one standard-251

deviation increase in education (approximately 6 years, i.e., high school plus university) boosts up252

5We have included occupation dummies in the original regression. However, none of them becomes significant and
do not affect the result in qualitative and quantitative manners with the one we present in this manuscript. Therefore,
we simply omit the occupation dummies from the regression.
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the likelihood of being in the competitive and the unidentified by 6.34% and 5.76%, respectively.253

Our results suggest that the education system in Bangladesh influences individuals to become254

competitive as years of schooling increase. Definitely, current Bangladeshi education requires255

young people to go through cutthroat competitions for the admissions of good high schools and256

universities. We conjecture that this is one reason for the increased likelihood of being in the257

competitive and in the unidentified through more education. This result is consistent with Dawkins258

(2006) demonstrating that the idea of competition propagates from brain to brain as they get more259

education in competitive environments, and then individuals become more competitive .260

Having one more child less than 12 years of age in a household raises the probability of being261

in the individualistic and the unidentified by 2.7% and 2.5%, respectively, relative to being in the262

prosocial. This finding is in contrast with the argument in Van Lange et al. (1997) claiming that263

people become more prosocial due to more interaction and experience with children. However, this264

difference may derive from some special context in a developing country like Bangladesh, and it265

is very distinct from that of a developed country. For instance, having and raising a young child in266

a developing country come with more difficulties and harship than in a developed country, and an267

adult person needs to work and compete very hard for his/her children, even sacrificing themselves268

for food and daily survival. In such a situation, the probability of being in the individualistic or in269

the unidentified is expected to increase with an additional child in a household.270

With respect to a gender dummy, the probability of being in the unidentified for male is iden-271

tified to be statistically significant and is higher than that for females by 7.1% relative to being in272

the prosocial. Van Lange et al. (1997) find that females are more prosocial than males. However,273

our finding weakly supports this finding, rather suggests that females’ social preferences are more274

deterministic than males’ ones. Regarding a variable of family structure, we initially expected that275

joint family structure may induce people to be in the prosocial, because it induces more interac-276

tions with relatives and family members. However, our results demonstrate that family structures277

would not affect the probability of being in a specific value orientation.278

Regarding age, a 2.2% rise in the probability of being in the competitive relative to being in279
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the prosocial has been found when age increases by one category of 10 years. It is in contrast280

with the prosocial-growth hypothesis claimed in Van Lange et al. (1997), and our results seem to281

support the proself-growth hypothesis. The magnitude of the change with respect to age might282

be considered significant, because it is established that individuals’ behavior and preference re-283

lated to competitiveness and cooperation do not change in a short period (Harbaugh and Krause,284

2000, Henrich et al., 2005, Brosig-Koch et al., 2011). In developing countries such as Bangladesh,285

there have been no social security systems and no public supports for elderly people. Therefore,286

elderly people are required to compete for a stable future as they get old, influencing their innate287

psychology to be in the competitive.288

Finally, we look at the relationship between the value orientation and regional dummies. Recall289

that in the rural society (Dacope), the “prosocial” people are the most dominant. On the other290

hand, in the capitalistic society (Dhaka), the “competitive” people are dominant. In the in-between291

society (Bogra), the portion of the unidentified people becomes large. As expected, the regional292

dummies in the regression confirm that a person in Dhaka is more likely to be in the competitive293

by 9.4% than a person in Dacope relative to being in the prosocial. A person in Bogra is more294

likely to be in the individualistic by 10.1% than a person in Dacope as compared to being in the295

prosocial. Likewise, persons in Dhaka and Bogra are more likely to be in the unidentified by296

10.2% and 16.30%, respectively, than persons in Dacope relative to being in the prosocial.297

The results tell us that the economic environments where a person lives is the strongest pre-298

dictor for his/her value orientation. It implies that economic environments, i.e., the degree of299

competition in the societies, affect people’s behavior and preference central to competition and300

cooperation, even when we control other factors. As societies become more capitalistic, peo-301

ple become more individualistic, competitive or unidentified. Surprisingly, the proportion of the302

“unidentified” people in Dacope (the least competitive and capitalistic society) is the lowest among303

the three regions, while it is the highest in a transitional society of Bogra. This result implies a304

potential existence of unstable states in people’s social preference.305

Previous researches of SVOs such as Van Lange et al. (1997, 2011) do not pay attention to the306
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existence of such “unidentified” subjects in transitional societies. As mentioned earlier, Bogra has307

been chosen as our study site, because the society is under rapid transformation and approaching308

to a capitalistic society like Dhaka from a rural setting. On the basis of our hands-on observations309

and experiences in the field, people in this society appear to have recently encountered an increased310

level of competition in many economic activities, while some considerable portion of agrarian and311

traditional activities remains as they had been. Therefore, such a mixture of competitive and tradi-312

tional economic environments make individuals’ SVOs be in unstable states from one orientation313

to another. Therefore, many of their value orientations could be in the unidentified.314

It is worthwhile to note some of our observations about the real-life economic practices in315

Dacope that make people more prosocial. In Dacope, some economic activities require cooperation316

rather than competition for mutual long-term survival under natural uncertainty and hardship. For317

instance, people go to the adjacent forest, the Sundarban, for wood or honey collection, and need to318

work together for their safety from the attacks of wild animals such as tigers. Moreover, it is quite319

common to share the profit equally, no matter how much wood or honey they collect individually.320

The same type of sharing practices can be seen among the fisherman who harvest together in321

adjacent rivers. The existence of such cooperative practices enhances the degree of prosociality at322

social level. As a consequence, people in this region are more prosocial than that of Dhaka and323

Bogra, and it is consistent with the finding in Leibbrandt et al. (2013).324

Finally, we check whether individuals have enough interactions with others in everyday life and325

whether such experiences of social interactions reflect individuals’ social preferences identified in326

our experiments (Erikson, 1980, North, 1990, Van Lange et al., 1997). More specifically, we327

hypothesize that people’s interactions with neighbors in each society have some association with328

value orientations, because interaction with neighbors seem to change together with transformation329

of societies.6 We have collected individual information about the frequency of interactions with330

6Interactions with friends have been difficult to be quantified on the same basis between the rural and the urban,
because the way of how they interact is heterogeneous under different environments such as availability of internet and
so on. Moreover, interactions with friends are somewhat dependent upon each individual’ personality that reflect the
fact that friends are chosen endogenously, but neighbors are exogenously given in Bangladeshi societies. Therefore,
we determine to use “interaction with neighbors” as a main instrument.
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neighbors.7331

[Table 5 about here.]332

Table 5 presents the summary statistics for the frequency of interacting with neighbors per333

month in each region. Interestingly, the distribution in the frequency of interactions with neighbors334

and the value orientation exhibit the same qualitative tendency with respect to regional dummies.335

People in Dacope interact with their neighbors most frequently among our three study regions336

in the average and median. On the other hand, people in Dhaka have the lowest frequency in the337

average and median. People in Bogra fall in-between. The standard deviations also reveal the same338

tendency except that Bogra’s standard deviation is bit higher than Dacope’s one. Overall, it appears339

that the economic development in a capitalistic way changes social preference and interactions with340

neighbors. That is, as societies become more competitive and capitalistic, people are less likely341

to interact with their neighbors. This result is also quite consistent with that of our multinomial342

regression for people to be proself (the individualistic and the competitive) as economies become343

competitive.344

Our results demonstrate that as society becomes more competitive and capitalistic, people tend345

to become more competitive or unidentified. That is, when an economy grows from the rural to346

the capitalistic, people’s value orientations evolve to be less prosocial. Past literature has already347

manifested the reliability of culture-gene coevolution (North, 1990, Henrich et al., 2005, Dawkins,348

2006, Richardson and Boyd, 2008, Henrich et al., 2010a, Leibbrandt et al., 2013). Our results can349

be considered one evidence of coevolution between modern economic development and human350

preference. That is, economic development changes the degree of competitiveness and capitalism351

in societies, leading to a change in people’s social preference. To the best of our knowledge, this352

paper is the first to focus on the degree of capitalism in the field experiments and to demonstrate that353

people’s social preferences are more likely to be in the individualistic, unidentified and competitive354

when societies transform from the rural to the transitional and to the capitalistic. In this sense, our355

7To avoid reverse causality between value orientation and social interaction, we have not included the frequency of
interactions with neighbors as an independent variable in the regression.
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research is unique as an evidence for coevolution between economic development under capitalism356

and human nature.357

5 Conclusion358

Past literature shows how culture brings evolution in human behavior and preference. Given the359

fast spread of capitalism worldwide, it is highly likely that capitalism as an agent of culture brings360

evolution in human behavior and preference as well. Hence, in this article, we analyze individuals’361

social preferences in relation to the degree of capitalism. Most of the previous literature that362

addresses the issue of coevolution between human and culture have been conducted in laboratories363

or developed countries. The field experiments in Bangladesh enable us to study humans’ social364

preference in relation to the degree of capitalism, since Bangladesh has a wide gap between the365

rural and the capitalistic.366

We conclude that as society becomes capitalistic, people become less prosocial. A transforma-367

tion in societies from the rural to the capitalistic brings an unstable state in people’s social value368

orientations, and their initial social preference might gradually change into another orientation.369

Moreover, the findings show that having one more child makes people individualistic, females’370

social preference is less likely to be in the unidentified, and people become more competitive as371

education and age increase. This implies that as society becomes more capitalistic and aging,372

solving natural resource and environmental problems such as global climate change shall be more373

challenging due to the lack of cooperation among individuals. In this scenario, new mechanisms374

or institutions will be needed for the solutions of such problems.375

Finally, we note some limitations of our study. We have tried to collect more rich data with376

respect to interactions among people that should have characterized SVO data in the more detail.377

Unfortunately, however, economic environment seems to affect the way how people interact each378

other, and some of our initial attempts have been impossible such as quantifying their interactions379

with various people such as friends and the quality of human relationship. Future research should380
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be able to account for not only the quantity but also the quality of various human interactions to381

address social preference. These caveats notwithstanding, it is our belief that the study has become382

a first step to address how economic environment, more precisely, the level of capitalism in the383

societies brings a change (or an evolution) in people’s social preference. The more the society384

experiences competitions under capitalism, the more the strategy of being proself seems to propa-385

gate. Our results could be considered an evidence of coevolution between human preference and386

societies’ change. More generally, this study provides an illustration of culture-gene coevolution387

in relation to capitalism as the new replicator of the meme suggested by Dawkins (2006).388
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Figure 1: Three regions of Dhaka, Bogra (Shajahanpur) and Dacope
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Table 1: Description of variables

Variables Description

SVO categories Competitive, individualistic, prosocial and unidentified
Household income Household income per month in BDT 1000.
Age Categorical variable of {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} where ages between

20 and 29, 30 and 39, 40 and 49, 50 and 59, 60 and 69,
70 and more are coded as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

Education Years of schooling.
Children less than 12 years of age Number of children less than 12 years of age in the household.
Gender Dummy variable that takes 1 when the subject is male,

otherwise 0.
Family structure Single-family structures are coded as 1, otherwise (joint family) 0.
Regional dummy Dacope is a base group. Two dummy variables are defined

for Dhaka and Bogra, respectively.
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Table 2: Summary statistics of independent variables (N = 1002)

Regions OverallDhaka Bogra Dacope

Monthly household income in BDT 1000

Average 110 16 13 47
Median 35 12 10 15

SD1 566 21 12 330
Min 3 3 2 2
Max 10000 350 100 10000

Age (ordered categories)2

Average 0.66 1.58 1.53 1.26
Median 0 1 1 1

SD 0.85 1.39 1.26 1.26
Min 0 0 0 0
Max 5 5 5 5

Education (years)

Average 12.66 6.26 6.56 8.50
Median 16.00 5.00 5.00 10.00

SD 5.30 4.96 4.57 5.76
Min 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Max 20.00 17.00 17.00 20.00

The number of children (< 12 year-old)

Average 0.84 0.65 1.12 0.86
Median 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

SD 1.08 0.78 0.90 0.95
Min 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Max 6.00 6.00 4.00 6.00

Gender (Female = 0)

Average 0.82 0.95 0.93 0.90
Median 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

SD 0.39 0.22 0.25 0.30
Min 0 0 0 0
Max 1 1 1 1

Family structure (Joint family = 0)

Average 0.62 0.75 0.46 0.61
Median 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00

SD 0.49 0.43 0.50 0.49
Min 0 0 0 0
Max 1 1 1 1

1 SD stands for standard deviation.
2 The variable of age is defined as an ordered categorical variable (table 1).
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Table 4: Marginal effects in multinomial logit regression where the prosocial is a base group
(N = 1002).

Competitive Individualistic Unidentified

Monthly household income (in BDT 1000) 0.00 0.00 −0.00
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Education (years of schooling) 0.011*** −0.0010 −0.010***
(0.0030) (0.0032) 0.0028

# of children (< 12 years old) −0.019 0.027* 0.025*
(0.017) (0.016) (0.015)

Male (base group = female) 0.029 0.069 0.071*
(0.043) (0.047) (0.040)

Age (categorical variables) 0.022* −0.0040 −0.0070
(0.012) (0.014) (0.011)

Single family (base group = joint family) 0.012 −0.038 0.014
(0.029) (0.032) (0.029)

Regional dummy (base group = Dacope)

Dhaka 0.096** −0.022 0.10***
(0.044) (0.040) (0.042)

Bogra 0.053 −0.10*** 0.16***
(0.038) (0.035) (0.038)

***significant at the 1 percent level, **significant at the 5 percent level and *significant
at the 10 percent level.
The Wald χ2 statistic is 102.67 for the multinomial logit with significance of 1 percent
level.
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